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	1:       Mrs. Simmons, 2nd Grade, Horace Mann School
	2:                                    Friday, March 17, 2023
	asddd:   2nd Grade Math:  Measurement
	sadgggg: Spelling Words
	3:      Second graders are currently investigating measurement.  Some of our lessons involve measuring with non-standard units.  For example, we might measure how many paperclips it takes to fit the width of one of our classroom tables.  Then we’ll practice measurement with standard units, including inches and feet.  We will be looking at the difference between inches and centimeters and reviewing unit abbreviations.
     Another concept we will explore is perimeter.    Students will calculate the perimeter of straight-sided objects - such as triangles, squares, rectangles and hexagons.  Students will also solve equations involving perimeter.
	4:      
     Next week the spelling words have either the “th” or “ch”consonant digraph.  The digraphs may be found at the beginning or the end of the words.
     The words we will practice next week include:

     1.  with                6.  reach
     2.  such               7.  thing
     3.  think               8.  teach
     4.  both               9.  catch
     5.  chase           10.  child
	fuuu:   Spring Begins March 20th! 
	fumjgh:     In-Person & Virtual Conferences 
	5:      Spring will be here on Monday, March 20th.  We've already been feeling it in the warmer weather we've had this week.  It's been sunny and beautiful during our recess time lately, and the blue skies are beautiful!
     Because it has been so warm, our playground will again become wet 
          and muddy.  Please continue 
               to send snow pants and 
              boots so that your child has 
             dry clothing once we return 
            from recess.
                    Happy Spring!
	6:      Next week is conference week at Horace Mann School.  Thank you to all who have already scheduled a time.
     If you prefer a virtual conference, please e-mail me so that I can set up a Google Meet.  Otherwise, I’ll assume that you plan to come in-person for your child’s conference.
	fyyyy:      No Homework/Newsletter on 3/23 
	8:      Due to the busy conference week, there will be no homework or newsletter sent home on Thursday, March 23rd.  


